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Special:

This Week:
Snow expected this weekend ............ page 2
Bloomsday founder Kardonl( l(ives tips . ... page 7
Track team does well at Gibb Classic .... page 10

For the record:

Eastern sophomore Jeff
Ramirez lives at the Cheney
Fire Station along with three
other EWU students who
serve as fire department interns. See paee 6.

War Games

Trustees tack 5 %
dorm rate hike
for 1986-87 year
by Molly Anselmo
Staff Reporter

photo by Jess Walter

Eastern's ROTC unit was out on maneuvers at Turnbull Wildlife Refuge last week.

EWU business school looking
for sister partner in China
International Business Institute underway
by Chad M. Hutson
News Editor

Eastern Washington University's school of business announced last week the start of an international business institute
that will help area businesses
make connection with foreign
markets, and also announced
plans for a sister university
relationship with a school in
China.
Labeled the "Institute for International Bu'siness Development" the school of business
promises big things with the new
program.
"This is not intended to be a
research center that produces
term papel's on foreign trade that
no one will ever read, this is a
business development program
designed to stimulate international trade in the Northwest,''
said Phillip Be1;1kema, dean of the
school of business.
Beukema said the institute isn't
isn't designed to be an educational tool, but a financial tool that
area businesses can rely on for
information concerning foreign
markets.

"We will try and use as many
students as possible in the workings of the institute, but money
problems will limit that," said
Beukema.
The institute will be run on
grants and donations from area
businesses, but for the time being
it will exist on money from within
the school of business department.
"This could be a great experience for someone who is interested in international business and
could provide that student with a
wealth of knowledge about what
really goes on in international
markets," said John Hulpke, professor of management at EWU
and director of the institute for
international business development.
Both Hulpke and Beukema said
plans for an institute have been in
the making for some time.
"We saw a need on the national
scene because so few business
schools were teaching their students about the foreign business
community," said Beukema.
On the local level Beukema
added that Eastern made a commitment to incorporate an under-

Terrible odors led denizens
of a University of Florida
cl~room building to believe
there was a chemical leak.
It was later learned to be a
decaying rat in an air conditioning duct.

standing with their students
about the internation.al market
and how important it is to our
own markets.
"Whether you're in marketing,
finance or anything related to
business, what happens in the
international markets affects all
of these areas of study," said
Hulpke.
The institute will specifically
conduct research on the exporting opportunities with foreign
markets, implement and information system to heighten public
awareness of the trade opportunities, sponsor yearly conferences
about trade in foreign markets
and make overseas contacts with
many companies looking for
Northwest goods and services.
Hulpke also noted that the
institute would be able to help
companies that need cultural
information about a certain country or information about customs
and language.
Although there is no formal
degree at Eastern in international business, Beukema said with
the formijtion of the institute
there is a good chance of a
(continued on page 12)

Eastern's Board of Trustees
last week approved a 5 percent
hike in room and board fees ,
increasing to $2,452 the price of a
double-occupancy room for the
1986-87 year.
That increase is the lowest in
the state, with the exception of
the University of Washington,
which will implement a 4.75
percent increase for next year .
Even with the increase, Eastem's room and board rates remain below Central Washington
University ($2,582), Western
Washington University ($2,474),
Washington State University
($2,527 ) and the University of
Washington ($2,619).
The charge for single-occupancy dorm rooms will remain at
$140 more than double rooms,
said Marianne Hall, director of
residential life. Hall also said tl'!e
cost of married-student housing
will be increased, but the amount
has not yet been determined.
The hike in fees is a result of a
long-range financial plan developed last year for the Housing
and Dining system . The plan
projected the 5 percent increase

in order to compensate for inflation, capital improvements and a
decreasing number of dorm residents , said EWU Business Manager Don Manson .
The ten-year plan also projects
an annual increase of up to 5
percent for each of the next nine
years, although Manson said they
will attempt to keep future increases below the 5 percent
mark .
According to the plan, 1986-87
operating expenses increased 4.7
percent over last year. This is
attributed to increases in utility
costs, increases in salaries and
increases in equipment costs.
According to Manson, the money generated by higher rates will
go to capital improvements on
the campus dormitories. These
include fire safety improvements
mandated by the Cheney fire
department, such as the fire
detection and alarm system installP.d last year and emergency
lighting in dormitory cooridors to
be installed this year.
Another portion of the money
will help pay for $165.000 worth of
new furniture for the lounge
areas of the dorms. The new
furniture , Manson said, has sand(continued on page 12)

Legality of waste
dump to be discussed
by Molly Anselmo

The controversial proposal of a
nuclear waste repository in Hanford, Washington will be the
center of a debate on · campus
May 1 when a panel of guest
speakers will discuss the legal
ramifications of the nuclear
waste site.
Sponsored by Eastern's chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha, the national political honor society, the
debate is being presented in
recognition of National Law Day,
said Rick Gonzalez, president of
Pi Sigma Alpha.
Guest speakers for the debate
will be Spokane Senator Sam
Guess; Michael Karol, branch
chief of quality assurance at
Hanford; Dr. William Houff of
the Hanford Education Action
League (HEAL): and Gerald

Pollett, executive director of
WASHPIRG.
As part of Law Day, the debate
will focus on the legal aspects of
the Hanford issue, Gonzalez said.
Among the issues to be addressed
are the Atomic Energy Act of
1946 which deals with the disposal
of defense nuclear waste and the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act which
deals with the disposal of industrial and commercial nuclear
waste.
"This is a panel-format debate
to educate and inform the public," Gonzalez said. "If you ever
had a question about nuclear
waste and disposal, this is the
time to ask."
The debate will begin at 1 p.m.
in the student council chambers,
third floor PUB. It is .;pen to the
public free of charge and refreshments will be served following
t.he discussion.
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Koreans are worried
about demonstrations
by Katie Kelley
Staff Reporter

Korean students at Eastern
Washington University are worried about the political unrest in
their homeland as anti-government demonstrators seek a constitutional amendment which
would replace the electoral college system with direct elections.
Most Korean students attending Eastern refused to comment
on the situation because they are
afraid of what the government
might do to them when they
return to Korea. One Korean
student who wished to remain
anonymous said, "The present
government definitely needs
more democracy._" When asked if
he thought the student demonstrations would bring · about a
change in the government he
said, "The demonstrations taking
place right now should remind
government of their wrong doings."
On April 18, Korean President
Chun made an unofficial visit to
Seattle. The Spokesman-Review
reported that Korean Americans
were peacefully demonstrating,
carrying signs that said, "Marcos today, Chun Tomorrow.''
The first major demonstration.
took place at Pusan on March 23,
followed by another rally at
Kwangju on .March 30, and still
another in Taegu on April 5.
A majority of the demonstra-

tors are college students who
oppose South Korea's President
Chun and his ruling regime. The
rallies are also anti-American.
EWU Government Professor
David Bell taught at Dongguk
University in Seoul, Korea as an
exchange professor a few years
ago and has visited Korea since,
said Koreans express resentment
of Americans because of suspected complicity in the Kwangju
massacre in May of 1980. At
Kwangju, student anti-government demonstrations turned into
a large riot after the military
stepped in. Conflicting reports
from both,jthe demonstrators and
government made the total munber of dead unknown.
The Korean Ministry of Education has ordered that the colleges
and universities reduce student
membership fees by 50 percent.
This reduction has a direct effect
on student government, and students are criticizing this drastic
reduction.
In an article appearing in the
Dongguk Post Newspaper, one
student from Eastem's sister
university said, "I think t}lat the
reduction of the student membership fee by the Ministry of
Education had been met in order
to eradicate a student movement: the-reduction is an example to proye that education was
reduced to;a political tool."

It was reported ip the New

year the New Korea Democratic
Party opened offices and proceeded to collect 10.million signatures for a constitutional amendment in which direc("elections
are sought rather than the electoral college system. Shortly after this, members of the party
were put under house arrest. The
party still continues to collect
signatures.
One of the anti-government
dissident leaders, Kim Young
Sam, has compared Korea to the
Philippines and is calling for
government to allow more democratic freedoms. He also claims
the United States government is
supporting a dictator. Bell also
said when President Chun took
office in 1981 to serve a sevenyear term, he pledged no second
term. The New Korea Democratic Party wants to amend the constitution to include the direct
election of. the president which
would have the effect of depriving Chun or his designee of the
presidency.
·
President Chun opposes the
new revision of the constitution
because of the future Asian
Games this summer and the 1988
Olympic Games, both iri Seoul.
His reasoning is the possibility of
an unstable government marring
the events.

Group Health
welcomes all
E
students

a11d staff.
Charles C. Morrison, M.D.
Patricia E. Boiko, M. D.
Harry Felton<
Certified Physician Assistant
Hours: Monday/fhursday/Friday
9am to 5pm
Tuesday/Wednesday
9am to8pm
Phone: 235-2.106 for appointments
Address: Cheney Health Care Center
1869 First Street
(located in Farmers &
Merohmt's Complex)

~Group
Health

'l::i,.

Medical Service (MSC), Blue Cross and
other insurances accepted.
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Charles C~ Morrison, M.D.
Family Practice Physician

Bob Quinn's .
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.NIC president resigns
position wlli.le another
dean loses job
by Chad M. Hutson
News Editor

North Idaho College President
Barry Schuler announced last
Thursday he will resign his position Dec. 31, 1986.
Schuler submitted the resignation to the NIC Board of Trustees
after several weeks of problems
between himself and the staff and
student body at the college.
Schuler's resignation came one
week after the NIC faculty posted
a vote of no confidence and asked
for Schiller's resignation.
In an interview with the
Spokesman-Review, Schuler said
that he resigned to leave the
public spotlight and also added
. that the press had "scandalized"
his life and family too much.
Schuler attributed the problems he had with NIC faculty to
economic hardships felt by the
faculty.
Last Friday, the third NIC
staffer found out his contract was
.not being renewed by Schuler or
the board of trustees.
Owen. Cargol, dean of instruction lost his contract renewal
after Schiller's secretary called

him Friday with the information.
Cargol believes the problems
are similar to those of •Dennis
Conners, who also did not have
his contract renewed. Both deans
gave Schuler advice against his
attempts to control the NIC student newspaper, The Sentinel.
Schuler's attempts to control
the paper came after Editor Dan
Breeden launched a series of
editorials questioning Schiller's
administrative practices.
The other staff member at NIC
to not have his contract renewed
is The Sentinel adviser Nils Rosdahl.
All three had been highly critical of Schiller's attempt at controlling the paper .
With the resignation of Schuler,
some NIC staff members feel the
problems may not be over.
One NIC teacher, who asked to
remain anonymous, said "a majority of the staff feel the board
will clean house with the teachers
that were . too outspoken about
Schuler and the board.''
Cargol said he· will try to talk
with the BOT and have his
contract renewed.

7~
t.UNCHEON MENU
Served from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Thurs.• Apr. 24 Scotch Broth Soup, Hot Dop/Coney Sauce, Potato
Chips, Shepherd's Pie; Deli Bar, White/Banana Bread,
C.ocoa Krispy Bars
Fri., Apr. 25

Manhattan Cam CllOWder, Turkey Fried Rice, Creamed
Tuna/Biscuits, Deli Bar, White(Wheat Bread, Sugar
Cookies

~t. Apr: 26
Sun.• Apr. 27

BRUNCH
BRi:JNCH

Mon .• Apr. 28

Cream Chicken Soup, Hamburpr/Fra, Burritos, Deli
Bar, Whitc/Pumpan·Brad, Peanut Butter Cookica

n... Apr. 29

· Cream Potato Soup, Ham/Chae MUITm, American
Oouluh, Deli Bir, White/Wheat Bread, ,Ranaer Cookies

Wat, Apr. 10

Minmtrone Soup. Chili' IJuraer/Frim, Meat/Potato Cuaole, Deli Bir, White/Wheat Bread, Supr Cooties

J
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Former parking employee
proposes paid.parking lots
by Bob Clegg
Staff Reporter

Craig Bagdon, former head
ticket writer for Eastern parking
services, has a proposal up in
front of Cheney city council for a
plan to put in pay parking lots
around campus. If approved, the
. lots will open up some time ·this
summer, according to Bagdon.
Bagdon stated that he has two
or three areas around campus
picked out if the proposal goes
through. The areas he has in
mind are the north end of the
campus near the dorms, by Isle
Hall and another by Showalter
Hall. Bagdon didn't state any
specific lots because he sa~ he
doesn't want "to complicate the
situation, because it makes property owners jittery.''
According to Bagdon, one parking lot will cost $5,000 to $10,000 to
build, and double that if the lot is

paved.
The lots will operate under
Parking Systems Unlimited,
Bagdon's business name, and will
have . prices coi,ipetitive with
campus parking.
"It could be less, depending on
supply and demand," stated Bagdon. "I'm not there to make a
fortune, there's a difference between making a profit and gouging people."
He also mentioned that, in his
opinion, EWU parking has artificially low rates. The difference
between campus lots and the
proposed ones is that Bagdon's
lots will have a "ticket spitter,"
and people will pay for however
long tbey plan on staying in the
lot before they go to class. There
are no meters, so customers
won't have to run out between
classes to. plug meters. If customers run out of time, he or she
would put more money in the

ticket spitter whenever they got
back with "courtesy notes" put
on the car by parking employees.
Parking Systems Unlimited
does not work in conjunction with
either'EWU parking or the city.
It is privately owned and operated by Bagdon. The lots will be
checked on the average of once
per hour, according to Bagdon.
Bagdon said that the things
wrong with EWU parking were
mainly caused by bureaucracy.
"I think the administration has
very little idea how a parking
operation should be run. They're
imposing the Showalter Shuffle
on EWU parking services."
Working an average of 16 hours
per day, 7 days per week, Bagdon
started Parking Systems Unlimited just over a year ago, and
currently operates two lots in
Spokane.

Excessive enroUment in Spokane
has 'pushed capacity to the wall'
by Paul T. Mueller
Staff Reporter

There are more spring quarter
classes scheduled at EWU's
Higher Education Center in Spokane than there are classrooms
in which to hold them, according
to center director Robert Hille.
An "enormous effort:' on the part
of the center's staff has found
space for all classes that have
made their minimum enrollment,
he added.
Very few classes were cancelled because of insufficient enrollment, Hille said, and the resulting heavy demand for classroom
space "really pushed the capacity of the building to the wall."
The worst problems involved
Thursday evenings, when 1'2
more classes were scheduled

Workshop
to define
impact of
Hanford
The Nuclear Waste Board of
Washington will conduct a public
workshop on the social and economic impacts of the proposed
nuclear waste repository at Hanford, Washington on April 29 from
7 to 10 p.m. in Spokane City Hall.
. The purpose of the workshop is
to allow citizens to help define
social and economic concerns
raised by the proposed repost- _
tory. The results of the workshop
will be used by the Nuclear Waste
Board to prepare a state impact
report. That report will then be
used to asslat the state in decidiDI whether to approve the repository and in caleulatlng the .
amount of financial aulltance

due to the state if the repoaltory ii
•tablisbed at Hanford.

than the HEC's 34 classrooms
could accommodate. 'l'he result is
that 12 Thursday evening classes
are now scheduled to meet outside the HEC: two at Deaconess
Medical Center and two at Lewis
and Clark High School, both
located several blocks from the
HEC; and another eight at the
Intercollegiate Cel)ter tor Nursing Education, several miles
away.
Space not normally used for
classes at the HEC is taken over
for that purpose in the evenings,
Hille said. Faculty office space
on the building's second floor and
a small third-floor typing room
are being used as temporary
classrooms when necessary.
Hille said students and facuity
members who have had to relo-

cate to other buildings have
generally been cooperative about
the situation. In one case, an
instructor, after being told he
would have to hold class outside
the HEC, met with his students
and voted on an alternate location.

For further information a~t

Craig Bagdon, an ex-employee at EWU parking services, bu
started his own business, Parking Systems Unlimited. He hopes
to get started on building pay parking lots upon the approval
of the city of Cheney.

DONUTS
Summer Hours:
Now open, starting
Friday
3 A.M.-8 P.M.
MON.•SAT.

INTRODUCING
THE 12 FLAVORS
OF DR~YER'S HARD
ICE CREAM
VANILLA
ALMOND PRALINE
BLACK CHERRY VANILLA
BUBBLEGUM
CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLA°TE ALMOND FUDGE
COOKIES AND CREAM
MINT CHIP
NEW YORK BLUEBERRY
CHEESECAKE
ROCKY ROAD
STRAWBERRY
RAINBOW SHERBET·

Domino's Pizza Delivers®
the tastiest, most
nutritious 'course' on
your busy schedule. We
make great custom-made
pizza and deliver - steamy
hot - in less than 30
minutes! So take a break
from studying and have a
tasty treat. One call does
it all!

235-2000
1879-1st St.
Cheney

0~1,1

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
C,11115 Domino'a Plua, Inc.

Jt,l,A

.=rzro•s
II
.

235-2850

: •

®

DELIVERSf)
FREE.

Attention Students!!!
Now Taking Applications for Summer
and.Fall
Good Selection of Apartments, Duplexes
and Houses

SPECIAL SUMMER RA TES IN
EFFECT NOW

r--------••y-••--------~

1 $1 Off I $2 Off
1

1'$1.00 off any pizza.
11 coupon per pizza.

lj

II
·1IGood at listed
· 111ocation.

,

the worbbapeontactJerry Parker at tbe Office of W,.Level
Nuclear W te 11ana1ement, Department of EcolGIIY, Olympia,
Wub.,__,..
.

photo by Steve Wilson

Hille speculated that most students and instructors would probably prefer to remain at the
HEC if given a choice.
The center remains relatively
quiet during the day, with a much
smaller number of classes scheduled before 5 p.m. than in the
evenings. Still, Hille said, the last
two months have been busy ones,
with an unusu~lly large number
of groups using the building for
non-academic purposes such as
meetings and conferences.

DAY.LIGHTi

3281st

.

235-8484

19021st

Name; _ _ _ _ _
Phone: _ _ _ _ _
Expires WW

I

i

$2.00 off any 16"
I
2-item or more
1
I pizza.
I
11 coupon per pizza. I
I Good at listed
I
I location.

II Name:

I Phone:
I.

I

II ·

_____

1

•

I

Explrwa 5/&'89

I

L•••••••••• .&. •••••••••• J

NO FEE TO RENTER
J

Opinion
Will dorm rate increase
retain or drive away?
Next year, dorm residents will be hit with the first of a yearly
5 percent room and board rate increase which has been projected for the next ten years.
The purpose of the increase, at least the vast majority of it,
is to replace more than $90,000 in interest generated from that
account that has been committed to university athletics.
The increase in the room and board rates is meant to generate
$170,000 for capital improvements in the dorms, i.e. new
furniture, painting and carpeting. In tum, according to the logic
of Vice President of Busin~ and Finance Russ Hartman, this
yearly increase will enable the university's ability to retain dorm
residents.
In June '86, the Board of Trustees committed the interest
from the Housing and Dining Services account to athletics for
five years. Last year, interest from that account totaled $92,660,
55 percent of the SI 70,000. Prior to the trustees' decision, that
money would have been available for capital. improvements,
thus erasing the need for a five percent rate hike.
Another and perhaps more understandable way to pose the
scenario is to say dorm residents are being hit with a 2.5 percent
rate increase and a 2.5 percent athletics fee.
Can the university hope to retain dorm residents like this?
These increases in rates are only making an im~ible situation
worse. The infrastructure of the system badly needs repair. A~
esoteric patch job is not going to do the job.
It is- true that changes made in the last couple of years, such
as the establishment of coed, quiet -and all male and female
floors are an improvement. But what turns students away from
the dorms the most is that they can live in an apartment for a
comparative price and not be responsible for damage caused by
others. Current policy is that all residents on a floor pay for
damages on that floor.
,
The room and board rate increase blafimtly displays the
administration's unsympathetic view toward -the rising financial
burden of higher education taken on by students and their
families. Students are being thought of as a revenue source.
The administration's motto seems to be, "A student's wallet is a
terrible thing to waste."
This university needs to look toward policy change, not rate
increases.

NIC gets job done while
EWU lays back and enjoys
Perhaps the apathetic faculty, student body and particularly
the student government should get off their commuter butts
and take a look at what is happening to this university.
Recent events ai North Idaho College oould be a valuable
learning tool for us.
·
The students at NIC didn't like how thinp were being run by
their university president.
Neither did the staff. Sound familiar?
The only difference between us and them is they did something about it.
.
The faculty became very outspoken in the press about their
unhappiness with the president-unlike many of Eastem's profs
who asked not to be quoted by the pr~. Were they afraid?
Were the NIC staffers afraid? You can bet that any NIC
teacher who was quoted in the paper about the president's
unruly tactics sweated a little about his job future.
Our teachers .. stood tall and said, "'No·· oomment." We still
have our problems, the faculty is•still unhappy with H. George
Ftt.derickspn, and on it goes.
·
'The students at NIC made us Eagles look like turkeys.
They shouted about campus, wore ~Barry Buster" shirts and
"Oust Schuler" ribbons and showed their support of the faculty
and also showed the public and the board of trustees their
desire for new leadership.
Although our faculty vote for Frederickson and their faculty
vote for Schuler arose for different reasons, the fact remains
that one campus ·did something to stop what they didn't like.
'They stood up and shouted they were upset with the leadership
of their university, while' the. other university stood halfway up
and spoke in a loud whisper that they were unhappy.. .
Compare the results. NIC bu possibilities of tremendous
improvements in their leadership. While Eastern has those same
possibilities, we don't have it now; we have faculty ·abd student
mi.1trust of our administration and the board of trustees. Instead, EWU cboae to lay back and enjoy it.
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CorrespondenceOn bombing of Libya
Khaddafi, a wire-haired Hitler
I picked up a copy of your newspaper one
day at lunch and began to read. On the very
front page, in big bold letters, was the
statement from a Libyan student, "Bombing
isn't the· sohation to terrorism." Did you
happen to ask this fine upstanding citizen of
Libya what the solution was? Did you ask any
of tltP.m? I then turned the page and found that
your ~ssociate editor and your news editor
agreed with them. (U.S. Bully on the Block
and Air Strikes victimize Innocent People,
Again.) Are you so naive to think that these
people would just eventually get tired of
terrorism and go home?
·
OK students, we all know you are worldly
people, let's take a history lesson. Remember
in the 30s and early 40s when this wierd little
man with a funny mustache started throwing
his weight around? He eventually got all his
buddies together and made a plan to take over
the world. We ignored, made e~cuses for his
actions, played the good guy. Then his buddies
sneaked up behind us, and proceeded to bomb
the hell out of Pearl Harbor. Remember?
My God, don't you people see that Khaddafi
is a mad man? He admitted to the world that
he is tied up in terrorism when he warned us it
would get worse. It was going to get worse no

matter what. He is a wire-haired Hitler.
You also state that this action hurt relations
with our European allies. Our European allies
would not be in existence today if it were not
for Uncle Sam and some damn brave people.
Allies? Only when the ride is smooth or they
want something. They owe us!
President Reagan wrong? You have got to
be kidding! If it were left to the .gutless
wonders like Jimmy Carter and some of your
staff, we would all be speaking Arabic or
Russian. I bet your tune would change if one of
your good Libyan buddies planted a bomb in
Showalter Hall.
I believe that it is your .responsibility as
editor to review the material printed in your
paper. Maybe you should sit and review the
entire contents at once. Page after page
condemned the action of a man whose only
purpose in life is to run and protect a nation
and its people. We are lucky to have a man at
the wheel like President Reagan.
In my estimation, your April 17th issue was
just short of appalling. According to Dan
Rather and a national poll, 74 percent of the
population of the U.S. would agree with me.

Alan Pestana
Greenacres.Wash.
(contiHN on pap S)
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Campus Forum
Correspondence from page 4
Arabians denounce bombing
The intention and effect of the U.S. attack on
i...ibya is exactly the opposite of what the
Reagan Administration announced it to be.
The attack is an a~t of aggression against a
sovereign country and not a self-defensive
move. It is a counterproductive act of State
terror, which resulted in the killing of
innocent civilians, including children, rather
than an attempt to pre-empt and end terrorism. It is an attack on the Libyan people and
indeed on all Arabs, not only on Khaddafi's
regime.
We deplore all attempts to justify this act of
war and the racist anti-Arab feelings it is
generating in the United States. Up to this
moment, the Reagan administration has not
had the moral courage to express regret for
the deaths of the innocent civilians this
attack has caused. Rather, President Reagan
and his apologists hide behind self-justification. What they called a "step-by-step peace
process'' in the Middle East is now being
replaced by a "step-by-step escalation of a
war processs in that region." By focusing on
Mr. Khaddafi as a person and singling him out
as a villain of the worst order, the Reagan
Administration is deliberately trying to oversimplify complex issues.
In fact, President Reagan's quarrel is not

with Khaddafi but with the Libyans and all
Arabs who oppose U.S. hegemony and unqualified support for Israel. At issue are U.S.
policies which have abused Arabs for the last
four decades, and particularly since 1967.
They include the invasion, occupation, and
annexation of Arab land by Israel, including
the 1982 invasion of Lebanon ; Israeli bombing
attacks on Tunisia and Iraq , all condoned by
the U.S. ; the U.S.S. New Jersey's bombardment of the Shouf Mountains in 1983; and the
failure of the U.S. to act as a honest broker
working toward solving the Israeli-Palestinian problem. To mask this reality, the Reagan
Administration has decided to isolate the
problem of terrorism from these larger issues
which are undermining peace in Palestine.
We deplore the fact that U.S. policymakers
and opinion shapers refuse to examine the
problem of terrorism in the context of a larger
question, i.e. to inquire about the social,
economic, and political roots of terrorism .
They do not dare to raise the question -- Why
are people driven to do such desperate
acts? -- Because the answer to that question
would force them to acknowledge the error of
their policies, and to admit that those policies
must be altered.
Arabian Student Association

Reagan should return to Hollywood
Thank God that some people on this campus
have the open-mind to re~lize that the
bombing of Libya was a mindless act.
The articles by Chad Hutson and Jess
Walter were correct in their assessment of the
situation. Some people would ha:ve you
think that the killing of women and children in
the name of a cause is just and right. Not only
is it wrong, it is an act of terrorism equal to
that of any Libyan.
The Pentagon would have you believe they
were aiming for military targets. Had they
gotten those targets alone and really wiped
out terrorism, they may have done some good.
But they didn't. Our worthless, under-pre-

pared military made fools of themselves and
this country by missing most of their targets
and instead blowing up embassies of some of
our allies and hurting or killing innocent
people.
This mindless, barbaric act was the work of
a mindless, .barbaric president. Ronald Reagan should go back to Hollywood. He was a
better actor than he is a president, and he was
a terrible actor.
Khaddafi may be a terrorist, but no worse
than President Reagan. Both have proven
· they can be equally savage.
Susan Smith

Colleges should put greater
emphasis on academics
by Arlene Mitchell
Staff Reporter

Colleges are putting too much
emphasis on athletics and winning and that is not what counts
at college.
Athleticism, the commercial
use of college athletes to make
money, is corrupting our values
about sportsmanship and what is
importa~t in life.
According to the Webster's
New World Dictionary, the defmition of college is "an institution
of higher education that grants
degrees;" the definition of univenity is "an educational institution of the bigbelt level ... "
What - doea tllil mean? II a
collele or university ucluaively
for tbe atbletea? Nol II tbe
purpoae of collel• and unlvenlti• to pump out Dr. Ja or Larry
Blrdl? Nol The pul'PQH of collelfll and unlvenltl• ii to edu-

cate thole that attend.
But do atbletll have to attend
to 1et credit? WlWe Howard
didn't. tbiDk IO. Howard WU a
bot-lbot buketball player far
c.ritGI Cdllle, a two year illlti- . In califarnia. He WU IOOD
ncrulted by New llaico. ...,_.
pie tbll'e . . . balhthd cruy,

not interested in education," he
said. He was not passing his
required classes, but someone
always · took care of that. He
received incompletes in most of
his courses. During the summer,
he was enrolled in another ctJI ·
lege to make up the credits. "I
never went, but I got the credits
anyway," he said.
Through the misuse of the
education that ·w.as at his disposal, Howard was not prepared to
lead the life that was in store for
him.
In 1978, Howard's eligibility
Fan out. He was then drafted to
the pro leagues. What was turning out to be bis dream come
true, eventually loat the roay

gleam and became a nilbtmare.
He was released by the leque
before they started the exhibition

season and he couldn't find a job.
In 1981, there wu a burglary at
a former Lobo football player's
reel~ and Howard WU convicted of realdential burglary. He
IJ)IDt three yean in prllon.
Had be taken tbe education that
wai available to him, Howard

But not everyone gets as far as
Howard got. Only two percent of
all football players coming out of
college each year make it to the
pro leagues and two-thirds of
them didn't take advantage of the
education that was offered them.
So what will happen to those in
the pro leagues if they have to
retire early? How will they earn
the money to support the lifestyle
they have become accustomed
to? Only those faced with this
dilemma have an answer. Many
go the route of product endorsement, but that lasts for only a
short time. How many 65-yearold sports stars do you see
endorsing the latest sport shoe?
Not too many I would tblnk.
A lot of evl~ points out that
many athletic graduates from
colleges and universities are not
prepared f~ any high paying
jobs except for profe11ional
sports. Other evidence lhowl that
a small percentage of tboae trained for pro1. .1ona1 sports, get a
job in that area.

What coUeaea and univenitl•
need
today ii more empbuts on
may be leldinl a very different ·
life. And time are ao many other the academic side of colJe&e. Tbe
trend toward tbe future ii that
,. . . . of people beinl a(fered
jobl
will be available to thole
a free education and l~ not beinl

. taken.

tbatbavea caUeae ..,__

Walter's
Words
Dear Mom and Dad...
by Jess Walter

Associate Editor

So, you still haven't written your parents.
Don't panic, I haven 't written your parents either.
But I know what you're thinking. What can I possibly tell my
parents that they didn't know about me when I moved out, in
1978? Don't worry, I'll handle it for you.
(But first , I'd like to mention that next week on channel 16,
for those of you with cable television in Spokane, is the EWU
RTV 's Technical Difficulties Show. It's got great comedy,
splendid music and possibly the sexiest host in America, next
to Merv Griffen and Mr . Rogers . Call the RTV department at
359-2228 for times. )
Just clip the following letter, check the appropriate boxes,
toss it in the mail and you' ll sleep better tonight.
Dear () Mom, () Dad, () Baffled Parole Officer,
College is () groovy, () really groovy, () like prison without
all the nice guys.
My roommate (s) is/are () groovy , 0 a biker who parts his
hair down his spine, () eleven members of the opposite sex.
I _really () miss you, () can't seem to remember who,
exactly, you are, () wish you would tell me where you moved .
The best thing about college is () the diversity of opinions, ()
the diversity of beer brands, () too much for me to afford.
I have decided to major in () business, () waiting tables, ()
alcohol retention.
My classes are () intellectually stimulating and emotionally
gratifying, () the same ones I flunked last quarter, () probably
being held somewhere on campus.
Sine~ I've been at college I've realized that O all those
things you told me in high school are true , () I never went to
high school, () I can fart louder than my roommate.
When you come visit me I want you to () meet all of my
friends, () bring me some friends, () bail my friends out of jail.
The last time I saw you () I realized how much you mean to
me, () I didn't recognize you, () was too soon.
Sorry I haven't called, I () spend all of my time studying, ()
spend all of my time studding, () sold the phone to buy back
my plasma.
Could you send some more money I () need to buy an annual,
() haven't eaten anytl~ing solid in three years, () really should
take some classes while I'm here.
Most of all I want to say how much () I love you, () money all
of the students get from their parents, () cottage ch~se it
would take to fill a guitar case. Nine pounds.
Say hi to O my sibling(s) for me, 0 each other, O everybody
you see who looks like Richard Dawson.
() Love, () Sincere Salutations, () Send Cash.

There's no hard climb involved to have your money earn
much more for you. Just visit your Cheney Public Employees
Federal Credit Union.
Most Cheney residents and many others can take advantage
of the credit ·union-benefits, like safe Regular Savings Accounts
that pay 7.25% APR and Regular Checking Accounts that pay 6%

APR.

Aegu~r
Savings

7.25%

Aegu~r
Checking

6%

Don't let your earnings slide when you could be making a
mountain. Call or visit your Cheney Public Employees Federal
Credit Union today.

Call 235-6633.

CHENEY PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
217 Third Street

235-6533
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Student lives, works at fire station
by Kathy Prtng

Staff Reporter

Four months as a resident of
the Cheney Fire Department
hasn 't dulled Eastern sophomore
Jeff Ramirez' enthusiasm about
fire service.
One of four Eastern students
currently ~nvolved in the fire
department's resicient program,
Ramirez has learned important
emergency firefighting techniques through working on a
full-time basis with professionals.
In return for his service to the
department, Ramirez gets a free
place to stay.
"It's been a very good learning
experience," he said.
Residents are expected to complete 20 hours of intensive training included on video and audio
cassettes. Their training is highlighted by actual hands-on experience in real-life emergency situations.
"We really try to get them up to
speed quickly," Chief John Montague said. "Once trained, we use
them as regular firefighters ."
Ramirez learned of the program through an ad in the Focus
late last year. l{e filled out an
application and was given an
interview. He was turned down.
However, he continued to go to
volunteer meetings held every
Wednesday night at the station
and finally landed a resident
position there in January.
Ramirez feels that the program
is well worth his efforts: "This
gives me the pull I need if I want
to get into the fire service."
Ramirez has wanted to be a
fireman all his life. In his hometown of Kirkland, Washington,
Ramirez served as a fire cadet.
The competition for jobs in the
fire service is fierce, however, so

Jeff Ramirez dons fire-fighting apparatus.
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he's leaving his options open in
his course study at Eastern.
A sophomore studying commercial and outdoor recreation,
Ramirez is currently taking 15
credit hours,. He says that he
hasn't had trouble finding time to
study.
Chief Montague says that the
full-time officers get on the residents if they don't study: "Shift
captains act just about like
parents."
Ramirez has found time to get
involved in activities around
campus as well. He is the vice
president of L.A.D. (an organization for Latin American Descents) and is the publicity chairman for the "Cowabunga Road
Race." He's also a member of a
local softball team.
"It's not just all work," Ramirez said.
Chief Montague stressed that
residents are "still students."
School always takes priority.
Residents work the same shifts
as the full-time professionals (24
hours on the 48 hours off). But
when classes or other · schoolrelated activities fall during their
designated sl1ift - they are free
togo.
Ramirez admits that there are
important responsibilities that go
with the job, however.
The resident who is on shift is
expected to do a thorough equipment check. Knowing where
everything is and how everything
works has to become second
nature, he said.
When the trucks return from an
emergency call the resident must
help make sure everything is in
order for the next call.
"When we have to wash the
truck, it takes longer," Ramirez
said. "When we have to wax the
truck, it ta~es a lot longer. I '
The residents are supposed to

CALL BEV TODAY - (509) 327-8836

BEV'S SECRETARIAL
W. 34 MISSION AVENUE
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201

Dave's Auto

!la/1111r1111I 1111d &tll11i/s

Honeycomb Room • ~u••n Room

½ Mile Sout~ From Stoplight on Spangle Road

108 Q Stl'Nt, Cheney, WA II004 .

• Foreign & Domestic Re.pair,
• High Power Engine Repair
• B~dy & Glass Repair
-• New & Used Parts

BEEHIVE RESTAURANT PRESENTS
THIS WEEK'S SPl;CIAL

J

Fllllerlnan'a ■rukfaat Speclal-~aoon or Sauaage, ENI,
H -........................................... U.11.·
Cottaa, Cheele and Fruit Salad .•........................ 52.75
Steak Speciale ............................. , ...... 52.96 a~ up
Fish Speclala ......... .-......•...... . .......... ~ .. 13.95 and up

24 H~ut Towing

NOW PLAYING~JACK80N THE MAN IN BLACK ·
FIII.-IA T. Pl.A Y 8LACICJACIC FOIi FU~III

·235-6~ 23, Cheney
.

do many of the daily " housekeeping" chores around the station,
such as washing the dishes, and
cleaning the bathroom . Shift cap- .
tains can assign additional tasks:
if the need arises.
Ramirez is satisfied with the
living conditions, despite the
work it involves. He says that he
lives in an atmosphere where,
"everyone works together . . .
it's like one ~ig family!"
The Cheney Fire Department
has made this opportunity available to full-time Eastern students
who have an interest in public
service. The ·resident program
offers the serious student a
chance to learn, and at the same
time, a chance to save money.
Lodging and a monthly sti~nd
are provided to those accepted.
Residents are put on a six
month probation period when
hired. During this period they
receive $50 per month. After that,
depending on their seniority and
the level of skill they have
acquired, their salary increases.
"We do everything we can to
make them· have enough money
so that they can stay here," Chief
Montague said.
Besides the monthly stipend,
residents are given the opportunity to increase their earnings
through the "points" system.
Every emergency call a resident assists on while not on a
regular shift counts as one point.
At the end of the quarter each
resident is paid based on total
points earned. The amount of
money paid per point varies from
quarter to quarter depending on
how much the department has set
aside for the program.
Residents are also encouraged
to complete the Emergency Medical Technician course so that
they can put in some extra hours
with the ambulance service on
their time off.
As a certified EMT, residents
become more useful to the
department's rescue unit as well.
According to training officer
Gary Anderson, residents get out
of the program only as much as
they put into it : "A lot of it is
self-motivated. We provide the
information and tell them what
we expect of them.''
There is a good chance that one
of the residents could be responsible for saving a life, Anderson
acknowledged .
On one occasion a resident was
on hand in a life or death situation
and was able to help resuscitate a
man who had suffered a major
heart attack, according to Anderson.
Since most of the department's
calls are emergency medical
calls and false alarms, Ramirez
has never been at the scene of an
actual fire . That doesn't stop him •
from training hard, however,
because he realizes the dangers
involved in the fire service: "If
you like life, you want to learn
~ood.'' Ramirez said.
Ramirez will get a chance to
practice some of his skills in a
"house burning" that will take
place at the end of May or the
beginning of June.
The house that will be burned
was donated to the Cheney Fire
Department for this purpose.
All the residents will get a shot
at performing various fire.fighting techniques under realistic

conditions.
Chief Montague feels that
working under emergency condltiona atv• residents a more
realiltic viewof llfe.
"Real life is different than they
(the reaidenta) picture it," be

aatd .
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Bloomsday founder offers race hints
by Chad M. Hutson
News Editor

In preparing for this year's
Bloomsday run a few helpful ·
hints from the founder and once
Olympic marathoner Don Kardong, can direct green bloomies
as well as seasoned veterans
along the 7.46 mile course.
"The biggest difference this
year for old and new runners to
the race will be the amount of
people: it will be crazy down
there this year," said Kardong.
Bloomsday officials are expecting more than 50,000 entrants
compared to last year's record
breaking number of more than
37,000 bloomies.
Kardong said that while the
number of people that run in the
race has increased, a few basic
steps to preparing for the race
can alleviate some possible problems. ·
"Don't let the number of people
psyche you out the day of the
race," Kardong said.
He mentioned that many people have never been in crowds
that large before and end up
doing poorly or not having fun
because the crowds are so large.
"Relax and have fun out there,
it's a race to have fun at," he
said.

Kardong offered some pointers
in three basic areas of preparing
for the race.
RUNNING SHOES

"People learn a lot about shoes
after they have bought a few
pairs, usually after a couple of
mistakes they find a pair that
suits their running needs, but if
you haven't done any running let
the salesman help you with a
shoe," Kardong explained.
"You should be able to work
with the salesman and tell him
your running form (i.e. how fast
you run, your stride length,
weight and distance of run).
With those basic questions answered you should be able to
purchase the right shoe. You also
need to look for three things in
shoes: cushioning, support and
flexibility. There are too many
cheaply made shoes that LOOK
like they are real good ones to
buy so beware."
Kardong mentioned that the
Nike Bloomsday commemorative shoe is a good basic shoe for
the race at a reasonable•price.
TRAINING

"If you have been doing some
consistent training for eight to 10
weeks prior to the race you
should have no problems. Consistent training is running three to
four miles, three to four nights a

week. There is a rule of thumb
that says if you are running
consistent three-to four-mile runs
you can triple that on race day ."
Kardong also said that resting
the day before the race is important and to be conservative during the race and to not strive for a
really good clock time.
·"You end up ·burning a lot of
energy away in anxiety because
you can't get a good time because
of the crowded course. Just go
there and have fun."
"Preparing yourself mentally
for the race is important also. Go
over the course in your car or
bike before the race, learn where
the hills are and prepare yourself
for them by running hills early in
your training. In the end you'll be ·
glad you did," he said.

Finding a job can prove to be a
frustrating task, but with the help
. of the "Spokane Area Employer
Directory-1985 to 1987," that task
may be a little easier.
The brainstorm of Eastern
Washington University Student
Employment Office manager
Gloria Grant, the directory is
now in its second edition. It is
available to students, staff, and
faculty of EWU for $7 and to the
public for $10.
The three-section directory assists people in the job search

,

,
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DIET

''The diet should be more concentrated on long-term health,
but there are some basics that a
runner should be concerr,ed with
before running Blooinsday. Replacing fluids is probably the
most important during the race
and after, also getting plenty of
carbohydrates in their diet in
order to lose weight, but by doing
that you risk the chance of
injuring the body because it
doesn't have enough energy.
Don't mess around with your diet
too much -· you may end up doing
more harm than good, but have a
good meal before the race day.

Employer directory assists
students seeking •area jobs
by Kory Heindselman
Starr Reporter

., ,
U

that lists all the businesses inprocess. The first section provides tips on things such as
cluded in the book. This enables a
person to quickly locate a busiinterview techniques and resumes. The second section lists
ness listing.
about 400 Spokane-area businessThe listings tell how to apply
es in alphabetical order.
for a job with each specific
· Each listing includes names,
company, but they do not necesaddresses,-and phone numbers of
sarily mean that those listed have
the businesses, along with a
employment available.
contact name for each company.
The directory is available at
The listings also explain the types. -- the Student Employment Office,
of businesses, career specialities, · 310 Showalter Hall. To receive a
number of employees, and whedirectory by mail, send the apther the business is looking for
propriate fee to Gloria Grant,
Eastern
Washington University,
part-time, seasonal, or full-time
employees.
Student Employment MS 120, 310
The third section of the direcShowalter Hall, Cheney, WA.
tory is a cross-reference section
99004.

Don Kardong

photo by Chad Hutson

Pasta is a good dish to have.''
Kardong said that each runner
is going to have different tolerance, running form, eating habits
and goals in mind for the race,
but following some generalities in

training, choosing the proper
equipment and diet can help quite
a bit.
Next week: The Easterner's own fitexpert provides Bloomsday tips.
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FUN IN THE SUN
AT THE

TALSME.N
APARTMENTS
swimming pool
close to campus
summer rates
Eastern's Jazz III Unllmited dancers wDI present "Fire an~ Ice," a combination of Jazz, tap and
clmacter namben, April 25 and 26 at 8 p.m. in the Showalter Auditorium. Admission is free but
cab donations will be accepted.

1 Bedroom $155
2 Bedroom $165
3 Bedroom $175
,,
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sports
Eagles fall to last in Pac-10 ND

Eastern dumped again by Oregon schools

photo by Derek Hanson

Eastern coach Jim Wuem awaits the arrival of reliever Kevin Stalker in game two of Sunday's doubleheader against Oregon State.

Two weekends ago, the Eastern
Eagle baseball team traveled to
Oregon and were treated, well,
not exactly welcomed.
Last weekend, they played host
to Oregon State and Portland
State, the two teams that treated
them so unhospitably a week
before.
The_only thing different was the
location. The outcomes were
much the same.
The Eagles dropped all alone to
last in the Pacific-10 North~rn
Division with a 3-10 record after
losing to the Beavers Saturday,
4-3 and 7-6, and Portland State,
9-5 and 6-0. The Eagles are 16-21
overall'this season.
In the opening game of Sunday's double-header, · Portland
State blew Eastern out in the top
of the third with six runs on five
hits. Two errors each by EWU
second baseman Steve Spoon and
shortstop Jeff Plew led to two
Pilot runs .
Eastern's first run in the contest came in the bottom of the
fourth. Rightfielder Steve McDonald singled and scored on a
Ken Williams double.
But three more ·PSU runs in the
top of the fifth put the game out of
reach.
Losing pitcher Dirk Larson, ·
now 2-5, pitched five innings,
giving up nine hits and three
earned runs. McDonald and Dana
Schermer went 2-4, with Plew
hitting 2-3.
In the nightcap, the Pilots
scored the only run they needed
in the first as Brian Kaneshige
singled and scored on Mike Richardson's double.
PSU added two more in the

01

John Q. Redneck-his point of VIeW
i•

John Q. Redneck walked into
the office the other day and
plopped his uncerimonious donkey into a chair in front of my
desk.

2 Minute
Warning
. -

on the joys of topsoil, John Q.
caught me by surprise.
He wanted to talk sports.
"Smitty, that there series of
articles yo' bin writin' about
everythin' wrong wit' 1 college
sports sur~ is gittin' to 1the heart
of the matter," said John Q. (Can
you tell by his vocabulary he
graduated from Almira High
School?)
I, of course, responded appropriately .. .. by asking John to
speak, English and get to the
point.
"Well, wit' all them things you
been saying about them baskeet-

light.
"John Q., I'm curious. You
read the series. Who do you think
we should blame for everything
that's happened?" I asked.
"Them lousy jocks, who else,"
he quickly grunted.
"Oh, you mean the players. We
should blame them for the cost
overruns, the administrators who
pump all the money into college
sports," I said. "Those same
people, who at places like the
University of Georgia asked a
teacher to give a student-athlete
special considerations because
he was an athlete. For that, we

at the P1.!r8 get more money,"
said John "But them jocks still
get too much of my big bucks."
"Did you see the football
team
game against Northern Io~a?'' said I.
"Oh yeah. Think them ol' Eagles got blitzed by the refs," said
John. "That Townsend kid sure is
good,huh?"
"Oh, yeah. To bad the team is
losing Worman, though."
"Yeah, -but"I ·hear they got a
couple of kids who can really
wing the pigskin," said John. "I
been out there every day
watchin' spring drills."
"You watch the baseball team,
too?"
"Sure do. God, that was
· beautiful a couple of weeks ago
story, page 9
when the Eagles swept the Huskies," he said.
All of a sudden, I knew I had
dent and Activities fees. I was
him.
right.
"Watch the basketball team,
"John, were you aware that
too?"
athletics at Eastern received
M~,a ,from the S • A fees tbil
"Sure. Tboulbt we got treated
year?" I asked.
real ~d by that NIT group," said
"Jeea, they aucked up ·that Jalm. "ilell, IO wlnl, we lbould
much al our money?''
have got into -- national cbam"Yea, they did. But did you also plomblp1."
know that student government
"Still think athletic:■ 1eta too
IIICked up _.,113 al tbale ume much maney?''
clollan," I 18ld. '1124,000 of lt
"Sure. do. They dan't need all
alone · - to janltarlal ....... . my money to nm tbeir ~
for tbe Pence Ualcm BuDdl•,"
pams."
.
"Ah, bell, bow do you now an·
"And do you know wbat'D·: ·:·- .
tbesn flaura. ;,
happen lf they don't - mouab'
"Slmple. I jult callell AS Pi- maney to operate? They have to
DIDd. Yice-pNlideat GnJl llc- clnpaparta," I told blm.

anyway," he said (John still
thinks we're fighting the Korean
War). "Athletics gets more of our
money than anything else on this
campus.''
"You sure about that John?" It
quickly became clear I had made
him angry with my question.
"Hell, boy, look around you.
College sports programs are rippin' everybody off," said John.
"They get all the money."
"All of what money, John Q."
"Our money. The money from
our student fees." Still not clear
what he was talking about, I
asked him if he meant the Stu-

EWU ADs ta/k-·about athletic financing
___,;.-~-----.;;..._---------------See

by steve Smltll
Sporu Edit.

Now, for thole al you who have
or seen John Q. around

not met

the campus, be ii an EWU
student and the univenlty'a mudpurcbuinl agent (be allo II an
avid follower tl Slater Cindy,
wboeYer lhe ll).
John Q. and I bave lpaaD In

tbe (diltant) put - ab (atupid) tapia u rlptcra,rlen, dirt
clodl and other tbinll Nia... to
hll job (actually, be taJlred, I
slept).
.
Tbll time, ......,, u I wil
Oufflnl up my plllolr, Nllldyinl

m,-lf

f•• maratbandlletlllkit

. -ballefl! rlPl>i:D off them sody
popa," John continued, "and that
dude at Whitworth who failed
them cla11N9B and kept a p]ayin'.
Heck, just goes to show I was
right~ alonl,"
"Uh, John, what the bell are
you talkin& about?"
"All them bad thinp that are
happenin' in eollege apart.a," be
uid.
"Ob, you mean like all the
drup and bad ll'ldel and boalt•
en who pay play... 'ftllall like
that, rilbt?"
"Rilbt. YOII DilDlpd to bit the

-.t

.ol' nail cm tbe bead and ftPOM'
tbele ...... f•
they reallya. I'm proud al you, boy," uld

I_.,...

Jabn,wmt•

I'd bllta' put mat lili_

should blame the athletes

.....t'"
na-•
.
0

..

,
Well, when you put it that

way, I gueu not. Then let's
blame it on them adminiatratora," be muttered.
"Oh, you mean tbe •dmiailtra-

and atbletic directon who
don't realize when a bcmter
tora

offers aome hip ICbool kid man-

"1 or can to play at tbetr alma
mater. For that, we mould bl8llle
tbe•dmtalatratcn,nabt?" J uked,amUIIY,
At tbil pablt, tbe eanfullon on
John Q. 'I face WU abvioul.
TNnld!II be could fool me, be

quickly cba!lled tbe dlnctlan al

tbecmmnatlan.

'"Well, It -•t matlll' • liO.w

wmt .,,.....,.

Olllllllle o1

nu

Neill. He.,.. man tbaD bappy to

llvemetbe,..__,,.

"OK. So tbim polUde• o,s

9:

•~;rv

sure

... what. Dan't need them
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AD's say funding not out of hand
by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

(Final in a four-part series)
At the University of Georgia·,
the issue has been why Dr. Jan
Kemp was asked to give a student athlete special consideration
in her class.
At the University of San Francisco and Tulane University, the
issues meant dropping their basketball programs. Those schools
had to deal with sexual abuse,
drugs and racketeering.
At Minnesota, North Carolina
State, Tennessee, Texas Christian and Southern Methodist, the
issues range from drugs to illegal
booster involvement to theft.
It seems at each university that
has been affected by the problems now facing the NCAA, each
has its own piece of the issue.
At Eastern Washington, the
issue is money.

•••

You can hear it wherever you
go on this small-town college
campus. It doesn't matter where
you are; from the classrooms to
Tawanka Commons to the Alleyway Grille.
Many of the people on this
campus are saying the same
thing.
"Athletics is taking ' all our
money.'' ''Those sports programs get too much money."
"Why don't they give us money
for our education instead of us
giving .them money to play
sports?''
Most people on Eastern's campus think that athletics has the
biggest budget on campus.
Not true, says Eastern athletic
directors Ron Raver and Mary
Rubright.

•••

The Eastern Washington University athletic budget for the
1985-86 year is $1,673,000. Of tha~,
$413,500, or 24 percent of the total
yearly budget, comes from Student and Activity fees.
The total S & A budget, according to AS finance vice-president
Greg McNeill, is approximately
$1.5 million. From that, says
McNeill, the breakdown of who
on campus gets what doesn't
begin with athletics, but with
student government itself.
"Student government receives
$536,583, or 45 -percent from the S
& A fees," said McNeill. "Of that,
$124,000 goes to PUB janitorial
services.''
Athletics gets the second highest amount. But there is still an
air in the community that holds
the premise of athletics getting
too much money.
"It's not unique to Eastern. It
goes on all over the country,"
said Rubright. "If you were to
take a look at any college campus, and they were to take a vote,
they'd all vote there's too much
money in athletics.
"It's just like you could take a
vote on a college campus and the
. majority of the people won't
support the college president,"
Rubright continued. "(Athletics)
is a very visible and very easy
thing for people to grab a hold of
and say 'This is getting too much
money.'"
At Eastern, people are doing
just that.

•••

The controversy around the
Eastern athletic budget began
last year, and can be tied dir•,:!etly
to Eastern's upgrading its program from the NAIA level to
NCAA Division 1 and the school's
attempt to get into the Big Sky
Conference .

2 ffiillUte Warning
anyway."
That was the opening I needed.
The next move I made on him
would have made Curt Warner
proud.
"You're right, John Q. Sports
does get too much of our money,''
I said. "In fact, 1 think they waste
too much money on all that extracurriculative garbage."
"Like what?" he asked.
"Like the band and the theatre
and the clubs. They all get our S &
A fees," I answered. He seemed
shocked by this new information.
"Hell, John, this is a university. We are here to learn," I
yelled, •pounding my fist on the
desk. "We don't need to spend·all
our spare time wasting it in the
theatres, concert halls or- stadj.ums."
Pounding my fist lit his fire,
and he leaped to his feet.
"Are you crazy? You can't cut
out every non-bookwork program
campus," he bellowed. "I just

on

"It can all be traced to a long
bit of institutional history," said
EWU President H. George Frederickson. "A report (concerning
upgrading Eastern athletics) was
done many years ago and steps to
implement that report have been
a long and arduous task.
Those steps have included·:
•Eastern giving financial aid
on the basis of both need and
athletic ability.
•Leaving the NAIA for the
NCAA.
• Beginning to schedule schools
of EWU's type and size.
•Placing more emphasis on
women's athletics.
"All those steps took a long
time, and the final step was to
become a member of the Big Sky
Conference," said Frederickson.
"It was brought before the conference members last spring and
they concluded they were not
ready to expand at that time. We
have continued to schedule them
and act in good faith .
"Some things have happened in
the interim. This state has had
some financial difficulties and so
there's been some real criticism
of the amount this university
spends on athletics," Frederickson continued. "To some extents,
intercollegiate athletics became
a campus football.
"So we cut back sharply," said
Frederickson. "The spending is
down and yet we're holding our
own and staying on course with
perspective to various objectives."

•••

Still, the controversy continues. The people complain that
athletics at Eastern gets too
much money.
Students are· saying students
are getting too much.
"I think people see athletics as

this huge enigma," said Rubright. "They don't realize we
have over 400 athletes and 28 staff
people. All they see when you say
athletics is this big thing.
"They don't personalize it or
realize it's human beings," Rubright said. "They don't realize
it's people."

•••

The student's want to place a
major portion of the blame on the
athletes themselves.
They often seem to forget that
it was the board of truntees who
chose to move up to Division 1
and expend the extra funds to
athletics.
"It was a philosophical decision on the part of the board of
trustees and the administration
of this university, for whatever
reason, to have an athletic program at (the Division 1) level,"
said Raver. "To do that, it costs
and as far as spending nationally
goes, we're at the low end.
"If that philosophical decision
is changed, it would change the
amount of expenditure necessary," Raver said.

•••

As long as athletics at Eastern
continues at the Division 1 level,
the program wm receive the
second largest piec'e of the S & A
fee pie.
As long as they do, some
students will oppose athletics.
As long as the protests continue, Raver and Rubright will
continue to take the heat. Both
feel it's just part of the job.
"I know that athletics on this
campus is going to continue to be
a focal point and people are going
to continue to complain,'' said
Rubright. "I just ·wish people
would realiie we are constantly
under the review of the athletic
policy board.

"Damn right they do."
"And do you know what you
and all those other people are,
JohnQ.?"
"What?"
"Hypocrites."
The moral of this story? Let's
all get off the backs of the athl~tic
department here at Eastern. It's
just not their faults.
Think about it.

Yogurt Delight
Frozen Yogurt

Downtown - First & Howard

Hair Unlimited
-Specializing in Problem Hair-

Independent & Locally Owned

(Curly, Fine, Thin, Oriental, and Receding Hairlines)

Over 30 Delightful Toppings & Fresh Fruit

Kay takes the time to give each customer.
individual attention. Her clientele includes
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Canada.
Kay'Cockburn, Owner
(509). 326•.1461

FREE SAMPLES

25% OFF

Hrs. 10-10 M-Sat.

any one purcha5e
with this Ad

12-10 Sun.

N. 1723 Monroe
Spokane, WA

S. 15 Howard • 838-5648
1

.•: ....,::-.•""

Jesus. Loves You

•·

I
I

I

II

DOWEi

I
I

Fish~rs ofMen
Bible Book Store

Tues.-Sat

Come Visit!

Spokane's New Frozen Yogurt Shop

·•••••••••

40 l First in Cheney!

•••
Universities in Georgia, Tennessee, Minnesota, California,
North Carolina, Texas, and yes,
even in the Inland Empire, have
all seen the troubles that face the
NCAA. Each has its own problems.
On their own, each school has
tried to solve their problems.
As a whole eµtity, the NCAA
has tried to solve their problems.
The NCAA is spending a lot of
time and money to clean up its
act and convince the public that it
is. It seems to be working.
But for the recovery to continue, the schools may have to try
harder.
For these schools, it may be
time to clean up its own house.

Continued from page 8

said you need to get rid of
sports."
"You like to watch sports, right
John Q.?"
"Right."
"You think they get too much
money, right John Q.?"
"Right."
"You know what. There are a
lot of other people on this campus
who feel the same way as you
do," I said, setting him up for.the
kill.

ANO SO

"There are ... viable ways at
this university for people to make
changes if they want to do it,"
Rubright continued. "I would
only hope, instead of taking pot
shots at us, they get to their
constituents and do it the proper
way.
"We get tired of hearing things
that no one has substantiated and
~ they just want to bring it out,"
Rubright concluded.
"We have approximately 400
human beings here who have
intense pride and put out maximum effort into excellence,'' said
Raver. "I am extremely proud of
those people for the kinds of
effort that they have put forward
in an unstable environment.
"They believe what they're
doing is good and they work hard
at it," Raver continued. "But
sometimes it gets difficult for
them when every time you turn
around, something you think is
good is getting a value judgment
put on it by someone else. That's
no good.

235-8044
9:30 am-.-S:30 p.m.

I
I

·1
.,I

COUPON

■----------

•

I
I
,.. ~f:, ~
I
fill~· ,....
I
I
I
•I
SUPER BURGER .............. $1.19 I
Meat patty, American cheese and ham with all the I
I
trimmings including tomato.
I,
Expires May 7, 1986
I
,, .

12041st
Mon.-Thura. 11 ■.m.-10 p.m.

Fri. I Sat. 11 ■.m.-12 Midnight
ip
Sun.•"R•tlna"

••••••••••

I

I

Phone Orders Welcome

COUPON

235-6126

I
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Jackson, Jones win again

\

Martin pleased with team in Boise
by Don Schaplow

State, ~eber State, Ric~s C~llege, Boise State, the Umvers1ty
f p •1 d
d h
oU S Aor._an k, Caln t ~ ~oscow
. . . Trac
ub, which 1s made
turned in a fine performance at
up primarily of former w.S.U.
last Saturday's Bob Gibb Invitaand University of Idaho track
tional in Boise, Idaho against a
team members.
tough field of competition. The
Eagle's coach Gerry Martin
non-scoring meet included big
was pleased with his team's
name teams such as Brigham
performance.
Young University, Utah, Utah
"I thought we did really well
,-------~-----------------Staff Reporter
Eastern's men's track team

Bronco women, USA men
.dominate
Gibb Classic ,
.

a_g~inst such high caliber compebbon even though the actual
Its
Id 't
t • d' t
res,~ Mwot~ n 'dsee~O om !cdadle
so,
ar m sai ·
ur mi e
distance runnerS did very well
but didn't place because the top
si.· teams were just incredible."
Martin noted some displeasure
in the way some of the events
were run. "Some of the heat
races were too big and this led to
lots of pushing and crowding."
Steve Jackson won the 400meter hurdles in what Martin
said was an "outstanding" perforP:1 ance. Jackson is only a few
seconds away from qualifying for
nationals.

.

>

· The Boise State University women's team and the:U~A Tta~k Club
of Moscow men's squad dominated .t he 'fi~lci last- weekend:at the Bob
, Gi_bb Classiclnvitational track meet at Boise~s Bronco Stadium. .
The Lady Broncs: won 19· events in the' twOrday, nonscoring meet.
· BSl'.J's Sabrina. John;;on and Carmel Major each were involve<fin
winning onihari,;Jg,in victories,in six,events. - .:
~· .
The U$A team ',s Lee Gordon,nave Smith and Dave·1'81'Wood ~lped·
· the Moscow e)ub dominate the tne1fs fiel~ with wins in·the toc►.-~@~,
200:.91etersan~,~m-ete.:s~,r espectively:
·
~. -~., · · · ~

Greg Jones won the high jump
at 7-2 and Martin commented,
"What can you say? Greg does
great every meet." Coach Martin
~as al~o pleased with Lex
Strom's 169-foot fifth-place in the
discus.

Baseball Continued from page 8 - - - - - - - - - - -

fourth and three in the eighth on
Brian Syerson's home run.
McDonald and Plew both went
2-4 in the second game. Jay Fox,
now 2-4, went the distance, giving
nine hits and five earned runs
while walking five and striking
out two.
Against the Beavers Saturday,
OSU won the opener with a late
rally, but had tQ go 11 innings to
hold off an ~agle rally in the
nightcap.
Pitching for the Eagles, Scherm~r had a three-hitter going into
~he seventh in game one, but
foree hit'> in the winning rally for
the Beavers left Schermer 1-5 for
the season. Winning pitcher Dave
Brundage, 3-2, also gave up six
hits and both hurlers allowed
three earned runs.
Eastern had built a 3-1 lead on
an RBI ·single by McDonald in the
sixth. But an RBI doubie by
Beaver Keith Krafve and Lester
Ceaser's sacrifice fly tied the
contest at three.
Bryan Gantner's single in the
seventh gave OSU the win.
In the 11-inning night game,
Eastern trailed Oregon St. 6-1,

but came back to tie the game at
six on Dennis Cook's double in the
ninth inning.
Gantner . walked to open the
OSU half of the 11th, then scored
when Eagl!". leftfieider Williams
misplayed Q~nn Williams' sin-

Chris Benson and Pat Kostecka
took fi'rst d
d
t·
an secon , respec 1vely, in the shot for Eastern.
B
h f ed th
.
enson et
eshot59-5 for his
Martin said he enjoyed the
Boise meet and commented, "It's
good to compete against such
high quality competition once in a
while. It's a chance to go up
against some new and different
people. "

of 149-0 in the discus. Coach Jill
Duncan noted "She had an awe,
.
some day and broke the school
record once again "
·
. .
Saturday's throw was tl'le second time Bedell has broken the
school record this year. She has
the second best throw in the
Mountain West Conference so far
this year and lacks having the
best by only seven inches. Montana State's Dee Hart holds that
honor with a toss of 149-7.

Next Saturday Jones, Jackson,
Strom, Benson, and Kostecka will
travel to Walnut, California to
compete in the Mt. San Antonio
relays. other Eagles tracksters
will compete in meets at W.S.U.,
the U. of W., or they will have the
weekend off.

Other women's results include
Stormi Olsen's second place in
the javelin with a throw of 135-7
and Amy Hogarth's fourth in the
100-meters with a time of 12.61.
The Lady Eagle's also came in
fourth with a time of 51.30 in the
~meter relay.

Eastern's women's team also
fared well at Boise on Saturday.
The Lady Eagles were led by
Diane Bedell's fii,t place throw

Next week the women's team
will travel to Seattle for the
University of Washington Invitational.

personal best.

Robison wins 3Women beat twice

gle.
The Eagles had a chance to win
in the tenth, but McDonald's
attempted suicide squeeze was ·
turned into a double play by the
by Vicki Drake
Beaver defense.
Staff Reporter

Washington and Janssen. Second
seeds Syrja and Sylvester easily
won 6-1, 6-1, over Costelloe and
Vromen and Rodriguez and Cole ;
defeated Elpel and Wyant 6-2, 6-3.
The Eagles hosted Gonzaga
and were able to turn in some top
performances from their 5-4 win
over the Bulldogs. Robison and
Syrja both turned in good performances winning 6-2, 6-2 and 4-6,
6-1, 6-4 against Ken Cruz and Tom
Strizich. Tran and Sylvester also
came through winning 6-0, 7-5 and
6-3, 3-6, 6-3 respectively, over
Terry Saysut and Jim Dehart.
Eastern's Regan Crema worked
his way to a 6-4, 6-2 victory over
Gonzaga 's Joe Golden. Double
pairs Syrja and Sylvester topped ·
Cruz and Saysut 6-4, 6-3 while
Rod1·iguez and Cole ended their
match with a 4-6, 7-6, 7-3 win over
Dehart and Slovarp .
Eastern also lost a very close
match 5-4 to the University of
Montana. Robison was able to
win 7-5, 7...6, 7-3 against Andy
Adamski and Robison and Tran
worked together to come through
with a 7-5, 6-2 victory over Dave
Offerman and Craig Meyer. Syr- ··
ja and Sylvester won 6-3, 3-6, '6-4
over opponent's Andy Adamski
and Gary Morrison.
In the women's action, Eastern
suffered a 9-0 loss against Montana State University, and Idaho
State University walked over the
Eagles6-0.
The men are on the road
Tuesday to compete against the
University of Idaho, while the
women face four conference matches Friday and Saturday
against Weber and Portland and
Boise and Idaho State.

In weekend tennis action, the
Eagles men downed Eastern
Montana 9-0 and won a tight
\
,.
, ,
<.,
,
'?, > ,$
~
'"';s · -;
,r (
-:t .,. •
,:,..
t • 1/(~.
rr.
,
,,Y'
1 .. , ..,
match 5-4 against Gonzaga. How~~~ • ,t~/.{,;.: __ ~t,
I:--:,~\:~~--~",,:!•·~~• -~
'<':"'_/~~~¾'>'.,
1
Th~ ~~tern ·-~Eagl'3, lil~~· 'buil~iig•~ lo/7 leatl',in °!e/fitst' . ever, they fell 0-9 to Washington
State and 4-5 to the University of
~s~IJtll team is 'fmally biv& ,:9n -p m~,~th~ held ·~ff the vµ;1t()rs:as
Montana.
t~e ~inl.trac~a.s· ~ey .selit a ,~e Eagles .ralliedifc;,r. ~ven AIDS '
The Eagles were able to come
double;header with . the central · m the ~ve~th, bJlt ,(ell short of .the
through
with straight win~, as
'Washington Wildca~
Jllt!J'.1S~ ',Vlll: \ ·; .
,.
.,.. . '
they
crushed
Eastern Montana
ibut&Tuesdaiv afternoon; ..,
~ _
$<:hel'Dl,er .~-and ,c a ~;9-0.
Jim
Robison
defeated Darr-ell
won' the se,ries Chris;Issacson boQi,r•ppeiUJit~ ' '
Janssen
6-4,
6-4
while
Ken Syrja
opei;er.• holdi1,1g ,off.the Eagfes.·in• homers in the, fn,st inning, but ·
won a close match 7-5, 6-1. Thao
a last.. inning, .-ally ~ win 15-14. couldn't <hold back the :Wildcats,
Tran
was able to win 6-1, 6-4
TheEatJe'sfook'thenight~ap~g;5, _. · who came ·back-with seven -runs ,
against
EMU's Dominic WashEWU's number -· one pitcher in tpe bottom of the-inning;
ington.
Veteran
John Rodriguez
Dana Sc.bermer did;all,he coulcHo
':r,IH;,l.Jlh' starting ·Eagle pitcher '.
dis~l . µi~ m~ that ·pitchers Jol\n;Sch~tz wa_s t~ .ilel!,ea~Ir.,br_. · came away with a 6-3, 6-2 win
·over opponent Jimmy Vromen
ca-:i7t Int .as~he .be.lted,,.two•home €WU. relief< hwt)er, Kevin :Staller-~
.,jn~,the &>ubi~h'eader
pick~ up,theloss~•. :':..
' ·, _, . . and John Sylvester walked away
6-1, 6-0 against Shawn Elpel. Dan
fini$l!ed 'the· day, with four ,hits
Scher,m~• .~ i s·:Gook and
Vollmer came through with a 6-1,
and'six RBts.
·
Steve-McDc)nald iiJl!hit l~mers jn
6-1
victory over Todd Wyant. In
. ~it,t,be.- Wildc~~') ived on the .. -~m 'tw~~foj ;~~~et,(i g ~itclier
doubles
action, teammates Robi,long;,J>11U·: as, we~t Jn ·. this op,, -f. 1.,
.,r-!:e~t\\:~tthe,~~~e,,·
1
son
and
Tran
won 6-2, 6-4 against
~ · ; . ;.· ~- ./ ~. ::!«>Ft
.:::.~'."-:~ ·&}? .· · ·. _-:. •?~ . .:~s::.,
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BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED APARTMENTS
New complex la under construction .In Cheney, WA.
1 bdrm., rent $209 mo.
i bdrm., rent $260 mo.
Energy efficient, low utllltleeaverage coat per month: One
bdrm -$35.00; two bdrm $41.00. Units have deck or
patio. Apply now to secure a
unit and enjoy a brand new
apartment for Sept. 1, 1988,
occupancy.
FOR MORE INFORMATION 1

1
• 1 •

1

PLEASE CALL: ·

. C~ENEY REALtv, ~NC.

I

21M111
1

1121Plflt ...... -a..,
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Eagle Scoreboard
SPORYfS SCHEDULE

.i

·!l. ~ ,: ,.,,,:

BASEBALL

THURSDAY, APRIL 24'
:a t WSJ;!;<_~m~n, 3.p.m.).
;}H
·
•
,FRIDAY APRIL25
~,t· ·- ·:: (:'< ,'. •
W.omeri:ste~nis at ·P.ocatello, II).
·: j s,, :Weber-St. (9a.m.>.
, vs ..PortlandSt. (2p.m.)..
Wbm~n?s track at UW Invit. (Seattle).
, ,
SATURDAY, APRIL 26
Ba~eball l.lt Washington, 2 games (Seattle, noon).
Me~"s tennis Green River CC <EWU, l0a.m.).
Worhe-1Js tennis at Pocatello, ID.
;\ts
•.BoiseSt. (9'a. .m.).
'.· ,l
·ys. I~hoSt. (2p:m.).
MenJs .track at, Whitman Invit. (Walla WalJa); at MSA Relays
·. -~·Walnut Creek, CA.).
SUNDAY, APRIL 27
·BA$el:,aU·atPortland, 2games (noon).
·
.. ,v:~-,
MONDAY,APRIL28
M,,~A}~.:Jegnis.vs. Whitwor.th (EWU, 3 p.m.).
'"• ·,·. ' ·• • .
WEDNESDAY
APRIL-30.
,
'
I
1!{l · :~ .',Gonzaga (~issus., 3p.m.>. ,
.~e,n ms·~tSpo~anedC <2p.~ .).
Wom-e erinisat·Whitworth <~_:'~ane,.2:aop.m.). •·
.

l,~J:!,~nls
·>

j·~

.

PAC-10 NORTH STANDINGS
AS OF 4-21 ·86

~

,,

.

'

Oregon State
Portland State
Wash ington
Gonzaga
Washington State
Portland
Eastern Wash ington

BOB GIBB INVl':{'.~.T~ONAL

cnf.

GB

24-8
29-16
20-12
21 -15
23-15
17-16
16-20

12-1
7-6
6-5
6-7
5-7
4.7
3-10

5
5
6
6'/z
7
9

PORTLAND ST. 9~, EWU ~
First game

vs.

TRACK

ovr.

PSU 006 030 0 •• 9 9 1
EWU 000 110 3 ·· 5 10 4
Olin and Strohmaier ; Larson, McDowell

(6 ) ,

women's results
100 meters-4. Amy Hogarth·EWU 12.61
Discus-1. Diane Bedell EWU 149-0
5. Laurie Anderson EWU 123·5
Javelin-2. Stormi Olsen EWU 135·7
6. Jo Etheridge EWU 11'1-ll
400 meter relay-4. EWU 51 .30
Long Jump-5. Kelly Gregory EWU l IJ-1 l ¼
6. Dawnell Howard EWU 16-9 1k

.....
~

Lunch Special
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GOOD FOR $1.00 OFF ANY
SUB SANDWICH
Expires 4130/86

:

I■

--------------------·
Don't Forget

Second game
PSU 100200030 - 691
EWU 000000000 - 07 3
Brauckmiller and Strohmaier ; Fox and Mccarron .
HITS : PSU-Kaneshige 2, Retzlaff 2. EWU·
McDonald 2, Plew 2.
OREGON ST. 4·7, EWU H
First game
OSU0I00003 ·· 461
EWU 200 001 0 - 3 6 1

Brundage and Duke ; Scher mer and lssacson .
HITS : OSU-Ganter 2, Krafve 2. EWU-Cook
2, McDonald 2.
Second game

osu 002 020 200 01 -

782
EWU0l0OOO 13100 - 684
Hulstrom , Sipple (8) and Duke ; Olson , Schutz
(8 ), Stalker ( 9), Fox (!OJ and McCarron,
lssacson ( 8 ).
HITS : OSU-Williams 3, Mallinak 2. EWU Mc Donald 2.

TENNIS
WOMEN'S
ISU6,EWU0
singles
I. Slade (I) d . Jones, 6·3, 6-1
2. Hirose (I) d . Cundari, 6-1, 6-0
3. Bryant ( I) d. Erickson, 6-2, 6·2
4. Webster (I J d. Blakely, 6-1, 6-1
s. Martin <I> d . Hinman,6· 1, 6·0
6. Swassing <I l d . Comella , 6-4, 6·0
MONTANA ST. 9, EWU 0
;,inglcs
I. Ashba (Ml d . Jonel> 6·1, 6-0
2. K. Boyce (M ) d . Cundari , 6-1, 6-2
3. S. Boyce ( M) d . Erickson, 6-2, 6-2
4. Weabauer (M) d. Blakely, 6-2, 6-4

AT BOISE, . -AHO
men's results
100 meters-5. Mike Boehnke EWU 11.14
Javelin-4. Phil Smithson EWU 200-7
Shot Put-I. Chris Benson EWU 59-5
2. Pat Kostecka EWU S4·5 1k
400 meters-5. Brian Kennedy EWU 49.20
6. Tim Frost EWU 49.23
High Jump-1. Greg Jones EWU 7-2
Discus-5. Lex Strom EWU 169-0
400 meter hurdles-I. Steve Jackson EWU 51.35
Triple Jum~. Clint Janson EWU 46·1 1k

Stroker (6) and lssacson .
HITS : PSU-Dunn 2 doubles . EWU-McDonald 2, Plew 2, Schermer 2.

5. Hand ( M ) d . Hinm a n, 6-0, 6-:l
6. Land ( M ) d. Come ll a , 6-2, 6· 1

MEN'S
MONTANA 5, EWU 4
singles
I. Robison <E ) d . Adamski, 7-5, 7-6
2. Morrison ( M ) d. Syrja , 7-5, 6-3
3. Meyer (M ) d . Tran , 6-4, 3·6, 6-1
4 . Offerman <M ) d . Rodriguez, 6·2, 6·2
5. Gyles (M ) d . Sylvester , 6-3, 7-6
6. Vollmer ( El d . Willey , 6-2, 3~, 6-2
EWU 9, E . MONTANA 0
singles
I. Robison ( E) d . Jansecn, 6-4, 6-4

2. Syrja <E ) d . Costelloe, 7-5, 6-1
3. Tran ( E l d . Washington , 6-1, 6-4

4. Rodriguez <E l d . Vroman , 6-3, 6-2
5. Sylves ter <E ) d. Elpel , 6-1, 6-0
6. Vollmer ( E) d. Wyant , 6-1, 6-1
EWU 5, GONZAGA 4
singl es
I. Robis on (El d . Cruz, 6-2, 6-2
2. Syrja ( E ) d . Strizich , 4-6 , 6-1, 6·4
3. Tran ( E l d . Saysit, 6-0, 7-5
4. Dega (G ) d . Rodrigue~ . 6·3, 6·2
5. Sylves ter ( E ) d. DeHart, 6-3, 3~. 6-3
6. Shovarp ( G ) d. Vollm e r , 6-4 , 7-6

Sr,orts briefs-.- - - - - - - - - Weber State's Melanie Puddefoot and Teri Okelberry and
Portland State's Debbie Myra
have been named as the Mountain West Conferenc~ athletes of
the week.
Puddefoot, selected as the
week's top tennis player, won the
number two singles championship at the Pepsi Invitational in
Ogden. She also teamed with
partner Cristy Gleave to win the
tournament's number two doubles crown.
Okelberry was selected as the
top field performer as she set a
new Weber State record in the
long jump. Her effort of 37-2¾
gave her the win in the event at
the BYU Horizon Invitational.
Myra was selected as the top

trackster setting meet records in
both the 1500-and 3000-meter races at the Western Washington
Invitational.

•••

Eastern Washington University men's basketball program has
announced that they have signed
Randy Smith, a 6-foot-5 forward
from Oakland, to a national
letter-of-intent for next season.
Smith, a transfer from Chabot
JC, was all-league and all-state
while he was at CJC. A 1984
graduate of Oakland's Technical
High School, he averaged 19
points and nine rebounds a game
for Chabot last season.

•••

The Seattle Seahawks have
announced their 1986 NFL season

schedule, opening the season at
home on Sunday , September 7
against the Pittsburgh Ste:elers.
The Seahawk season schedule
is as follows:
Sept. 7 - Pittsburgh; Sept. 14 Kansas City; Sept. 21 - at New
England;. Sept. 28 - at Washington.
Oct. 6 - San Diego ; Oct. 12 - at
Los Angeles Raiders; Oct. 19 New York .}iants; Oct. 26 - at
Denver.
Nov. 2 - New York Jets; Nov.
9-at Kansas City; Nov. 16-at
Cincinnati; Nov. 23 - Philadel' phia, Nov. '1:1 - at Dallas.
Dec. 8 - Los Angeles Raiders;
Dec. 14 - at San Diego; Dec. 20 Denver.

UNSURE OF YOUR
SUMMER PLANS?

WED. 2Scf Schooner - $1.25 Pitcher
from 8-9 p.m.

THURS. $2.00 Pitcher: Rainbeer 8-10
FRI. & SAT. $2.00 Pitcher Rainbeer
7:00-9:00

LET'S GET GOOFY AT

Goofy's Tavern .
407 1st - 235-8157

-~-) ··.

tiff
.,
f

·\

If you are, take a look
at our ROTC Basic
Camp this summer at
Fort Knox, Ky.
If you have at least two
years of college left, you ·
can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and
earn
approximately
$660. (You can also
compete for full-tuition
scholarships to be
awarded.)
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC
2-Year Program this fall
and rnceive up to $1,000
a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation
day. That's when you
receive an officer's com•
mission.
So get _your ·body in
sha,-,e (not to mention
your bank account).
Enn~U in Army ROTC.
For mo·r e information,
contact your Professor of
Militar9 Science.

At EWU contact
Captain HilHng at

359-6104 or Toll-Free
from $pokane 458-6288.

·AIMYROTC.
•Al I 1011CAN·III.
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China from page 1
possible degree offering in a few
years. However, Beukema noted
t~.at wi th the recent eve 1ts tied
with t.lie institute, a degree offering n; ay cnme sooner than expected.
Beukema was notifi ed in late
March that the Shanghai Institute of Foreign Trade in China
has agreed to become a sister
institute to our own international
institute at Eastern .
1

"This is a major breakthrough
for us because we will be working
with a Chinese institute and I
believe we are the only university
on the West Coast that has been
able to make a formal relation-

ship with a r1niversity in China , '
BeukeTP.:1 daid.
The Shanghai institute has an
undergraduate program of business students near 1,000, close to
Eastern's school of business enrollment of 1,200.
" We are very excited about this
opportunity to work with a university of this caliber," said
Hulpke.
The Shanghai institute is one of
the n:ost respected business universitles in China, according to
Beukema.
Beukema also said that the
Chinese have asked Eastern to
send a twelve-man team over to

the Shanghai institute to teach
about American business for two
weeks .
" It will be an incredible learning opportunity because they will
be learning about American business while we are learning about
theirs and also about their culture ," said Hulpke.
Both Hulpke and Beukema
have hopes that the sister universities can eventually begin exchanging professors similar to
the current Dongguk exchange
with EWU and Dongguk University in Korea .
Again, financing such a program would be difficult, according to the two Eastern profs.

Willow Springs publishes second
issue and sets fund-raiser
Willow Springs has been producing two issues per year since
1977. This literary journal has
been recognized by the National
Endowment for the Arts, The
Leithold Foundation, and in 1984,
published Michelle Huneven's
story " The Foot" which won her
the General Electric Young Writer's Award. The staff of Willow
Springs, with the support of the

English Department of Eastern
Washington University has just
released is ue #17, available _;n
Spokane and in C1~eney, at the
cost of $4. in conjunction with this
issue, Friday, April 25 from 2 to 4
p.m ., Willow Springs will hold a
spring Fundraiser on the second
floor of Monroe Hall, EWU ca~pus. Creative Writing MF A candidates will read from their

works, both poetry and fiction.
Food will be served, and donations for the future of this artistic
endeavor will be accepted. Past
issues of the magazine will be
available for sale as well as our
recent #17 release . Please join us.
For further information, contad Bill O'Daly, editor, Willow
Springs 359-6-129; or, John
Keeble, 359-6030.

Tr·ustees from page 1
filled bases in order to deter
people from stealing H.
Other improvements to be
made over the summer are painting and carpeting of the campus
dorms. Manson said the annual
budget for painting, carpeting
and replacing drapes and furniture usually runs approximately
$135,000.

Manson aiso said special attention will be given to Pearce and
Dressler halls, the oldest and
most run down halls.
"We tried to concentrate on
Pearce and Dressler in furniture,
painting and maintenance,"
Manson said. " It's proven that if
the dorms are in good condition,
the students will maintain them,
but if they are ruined, they'll

really beat them up ."
At last week 's trustees ' meeting, Vice President of Business
and Finance, Russ Hartman cited the decreasing number of
dorm residents as one reason for
the foe increase.
The projecte,! residence hall
occupancy for next year is 1,346,
according to Hall . During a peak
in dorm residency, during the fall
of 1980, Hall said there were 1,887
.students living in the dorms.

Classifieds
ALASKA. SUMMER EMPLOY-

MENT - Fisheries. Excellent earning potential. Large variety of
jobs. Earn $600 + /week in cannery, $10,000 + for 2 months on
fishing boat. Our detailed ~ooklet, full of invaluable information,
including transportation, employment listings, town descriptions,
job descriptions plus a number of
helpful suggestions to save
money, time and effort acquiring
one of the thousands Qf jobs. A
must for anyone considering employment in Alaska. Send $7.50
to M&L Research , P.O. Box 84008,
Seattle, WA 98124.
WANTED- Two refined women ,
college students at least 20 years
of age for cooking and housekeeping at large Coeur d'Alene
Lake summer home from approximately June 1, until September
20, 1986. Separate living quarters
provideq. Only responsible and
qualified need apply. Salary $750
per month. Write Mrs. H. F. Magnuson, Box 469, Wallace, Idaho
83873, sending complete resume,
experience, qualifications.
FOR SALE: 1982 Kawasaki 650cc.
Excellent condition , only 1200
miles, $1500. 3 cycle trailer, $300.
•..,all 235-8517 after 5 on weekends.
NEW at Book & Brush: Tank
top $4.99, printed T-shirts $6.99,
long and short -sleeved sweatshirts $7.88, printed sleep shirts
$10.88, printed sleeveless and
cutoff sweatshirts $10.99, longsleeve printed sweatshirts $13.88.
404 First Street, Downtown Cheney, 235-4701.
Hey Paul, CURVES ahead!! . You
better take preCAUTION! Patty.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD, 3262142.

SCOTCH
BLANK
TAPE

I,
I,
I,

T-120
$4.95

I

E1MIII
Jll()IM
1D 2nd StrNt, Cheney
lnext to Jinns HMlwlrel
23&-426.1
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